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SHE GOES WITH GRATITUDE LLC
shegoeswithgratitude.com
914.340.3831

Led by a veteran executive, She Goes With Gratitude provides
business intelligence for long-term success. Our tailored services are
designed to support, strengthen, promote, and advance your
business. Leverage our professional expertise to increase and sustain
profitability, access specialized skill sets, and get help when you need
it the most.

THE STATUS QUO IS OBSOLETE.

SGWG provides:

for Long-Term Success

STRATEGY | MANAGEMENT
CONSULTING
Business Planning: Mission Statement to Profitability
We serve as an objective third-party to analyze your business, conduct
market research, and advise on issues challenging your business.
Functional expertise in organizational assessment, strategic leadership,
finance, business development, and marketing.
Business plan development to outline your mission, goals and objectives,
product/service offerings, pricing strategy, profitability goals, and
promotional strategy is also available.
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FISCAL & BUDGETING

Analyze and provide solutions for increased profitability
SGWG will review your current financials and dig deep into the numbers to:
identify cost savings

minimize expenses

discover inefficiencies

SGWG will create a new annual budget, restructure your financials for
valuable insight, provide monthly forecasts, and cash flow projections.
We provide real life, useful information so you can make informed
decisions about your business.

MARKETING & BRANDING
SGWG will perform a brand audit to reveal what your brand says about
you through the eyes of the public.
Let's REINVIGORATE your brand: new colors, logo, tagline, and fonts.
Review how you are connecting with your clients and how often. We will
provide relevant web content, niche marketing, database segmenting, etc.
SGWG can develop an annual marketing plan and budget outlining action
steps and timeline. We'll provide tools to facilitate implementation and
keep you on track.

SOCIAL MEDIA

Define and strengthen your online voice
Nearly 50% of the world's population is on social media and
each person spends an average of 2 hours and 22 minutes on
social media per day*. It's essential that your business has a
significant and active footprint on the major platforms.
*Info obtained from Statista

Our services create widespread brand awareness.
SGWG can build, connect, and integrate your social platforms.
Create a linktr.ee profile for streamlined access .
Develop branded content with visuals, narratives, and hashtags.
Manage the scheduling, posting, and monitoring.
Drive campaigns and boost posts to increase your reach and exposure.
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WRITING
Business writing from resumes to blog posts
Don't have time to write that resume, speech, article, or blog post?
Executive-level reports and professional speeches
Articles | press releases | external communications
Original website content and blog posts
Resumes | Cover letters | Bios
Professional letters: resignation, reference, employment, verification

OUTSTANDING
SERVICE

I am a former senior executive with over 25 years of
experience. My career has been distinguished by successful
business and brand development, solid fiscal management,
and exceptional marketing skills. I understand firsthand what
business leaders need to succeed. Having managed multimillion dollar budgets for organizations and clients, I value
resourcefulness and critical thinking. I believe in technology
and creating efficiencies to work smarter, not harder.

"Be strategic, but
never take your
eyes off the
details."

In the last five years, I summited Mount Kilimanjaro, explored
18 countries, and rang the NY Stock Exchange closing bell. I
led long-term sustainability planning including evaluating real
estate options and raised/created earned income streams
~$1MM annually. I know how to make things happen. Let's
make things happen for you.
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